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Chairman
What's your name?
What's your dob?
What's your roll number?
So you are a mechanical engineer, tell me how a diesel locomotive works?
what is CFL?How does it works?
Does the lamp above you has mercury vapours?
Why CFL does not have any choke?
Which is more efficient CFL or tube light?
what is Likert's system-4?
What are likert's other 3 systems?
what is weber's system?
should there be weber's system or likert's system 4?
have you read constitution?
what is Golaknath's case?
what is Maneka gandhi's case?
What is the difference between due process of law and procedure established by law?

Member 1
What is CSR?
what is ONGC doing in this regard?
How is OnGC implementing it?
Do you think CSR should be mandatory ?
Member 2
How much time you spend in Ankleshwar?
what is there in Ankleshwar ?
What are the problems of Ankleshwar?
In past there has been a chemical disaster. What is its name?
what cud have been done to stop that disaster?
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What is vibrant Gujarat?
what is the difference between economic conditions of Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh ?

Member 3
Does ONGC take any personality development class?
What depth you drilled ?
if you drill a hole in the earth throughout ,what are the layers you will pass through/
What are the minerals you will get?
Is it possible to drill a hole throughout?
Member 4
What is ONGC 's subsidiary?
Why we cannot produce oil required by our country?
Which countries are having major reserves of oil and gases?
Which companies are competing OVL?
what are the problems of Uttar Pradesh ?
What should be done to solve them?

Thanks
Pawan Yadav
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